
Unlocking the Major Blues Scale: A
Comprehensive Guide for Ukulele Players
(Volume 10)
The major blues scale, with its distinctively soulful and expressive sound, is
an essential element in many genres of music, including blues, rock, and
jazz. For ukulele players, mastering this versatile scale opens up a wide
range of possibilities for creating captivating melodies and solos.

In this comprehensive guide, we will delve into the theory, construction, and
practical application of the major blues scale on the ukulele. Whether you're
a beginner looking to expand your repertoire or an experienced player
seeking to refine your technique, this guide will provide you with the
knowledge and tools to elevate your ukulele playing to the next level.

Understanding the Major Blues Scale

The major blues scale is a seven-note scale that incorporates the notes of
the major scale with additional "blue notes" to create its characteristic
sound. These blue notes are located between the 3rd and 4th, and 7th and
8th notes of the scale.
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Scale Notes:

1 (Root)

3 (Minor third)

4 (Sharp fourth) - Blue note

5 (Perfect fifth)

6 (Minor sixth)

7 (Flat seventh) - Blue note

8 (Octave)

Constructing the Major Blues Scale on the Ukulele

To construct the major blues scale on the ukulele, follow these steps:

1. Choose a root note. The root note is the foundation of the scale and
gives it its name.

2. Locate the 3rd fret on the A string. This is the 3rd note of the scale
(minor third).

3. Move up two frets to the 5th fret. This is the 4th note (sharp fourth or
blue note).

4. Skip one fret and land on the 7th fret. This is the 5th note (perfect
fifth).
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5. Move down two frets to the 5th fret on the D string. This is the 6th
note (minor sixth).

6. Move up one fret to the 6th fret. This is the 7th note (flat seventh or
blue note).

7. Ascend to the 8th fret. This is the 8th note (octave).

Fingerings for the Major Blues Scale on the Ukulele

The following fingerings provide a comfortable and efficient way to play the
major blues scale on the ukulele:

Root Position:

1 (Root): 1st fret, A string

3 (Minor third): 3rd fret, A string

4 (Sharp fourth): 5th fret, A string

5 (Perfect fifth): 7th fret, A string

6 (Minor sixth): 5th fret, D string

7 (Flat seventh): 6th fret, D string

8 (Octave): 8th fret, D string

First Inversion:

1 (Octave): 5th fret, A string

3 (Minor third): 7th fret, A string

4 (Sharp fourth): 9th fret, A string



5 (Perfect fifth): 12th fret, A string

6 (Minor sixth): 10th fret, D string

7 (Flat seventh): 12th fret, D string

8 (Root): 1st fret, D string

Second Inversion:

1 (Minor third): 6th fret, A string

3 (Sharp fourth): 8th fret, A string

4 (Perfect fifth): 11th fret, A string

5 (Minor sixth): 8th fret, D string

6 (Flat seventh): 10th fret, D string

7 (Octave): 12th fret, D string

8 (Root): 3rd fret, A string

Applying the Major Blues Scale to Your Ukulele Playing

Now that you understand the construction and fingerings of the major blues
scale, let's explore some practical ways to incorporate it into your ukulele
playing.

Blues Chord Progressions

The major blues scale is commonly used over blues chord progressions,
such as the 12-bar blues. By playing the scale over these chords, you can
create soulful melodies and fill-ins that enhance the bluesy atmosphere.



Soloing

The major blues scale is a great choice for improvising solos on the
ukulele. Its expressive nature allows you to create emotive melodies that
convey a range of emotions. Experiment with different note combinations,
rhythms, and articulations to develop your own unique soloing style.

Licks and Patterns

Memorizing a few blues licks and patterns can add instant character to your
ukulele playing. These licks typically use a combination of scale notes, blue
notes, and rhythmic variations. Learn and practice these patterns to
enhance your blues vocabulary.

Tips for Mastering the Major Blues Scale

Practice regularly: Consistent practice is key to developing muscle
memory and improving your fluency with the scale.

Use a metronome: A metronome helps you maintain a steady tempo
while practicing, ensuring accuracy and coordination.

Experiment with different fingerings: Explore alternative fingerings
to find what works best for your hand size and playing style.

Listen to blues recordings: Immersing yourself in blues music will
help you internalize the sound and feel of the scale.

Seek guidance from a teacher or online resources: A qualified
instructor or online tutorials can provide valuable guidance and support
on your blues journey.

The major blues scale is a powerful tool for unlocking expressiveness and
versatility on the ukulele. By understanding its construction, fingerings, and



practical applications, you can expand your musical horizons and create
soulful and engaging melodies and solos. With consistent practice and
dedication, you can master this essential scale and take your ukulele
playing to new heights.
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